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1 INTRODUCTION

Tempera is a multi-sample, 16-voice polyphonic granular syn-
thesizer.

You can think of it as eight parallel stereo tape tracks, laid in
columns next to each other, forming a kind of 2D tape surface.
Your fingers then become generators (aka Emitters) of one or
many tape heads (aka Grains) riding across the surface.

Thismain control interface – the touchgrid – is a fully polyphonic
touch sensitive surface onwhich emitters are laid, which in turn
produce streams of grains.

Tempera canbemany things: a percussive drumbed, a pad sta-
tion, sampler, granular cloud generator, an ambient machine,
remix and sample-chopping instrument, recorder, an accom-
paniment to other instruments, a procedural composition tool,
a sample wrangler, an in-the-box resampler.

Aboveall, it canbe the companion towherever yourmusic takes
you.

This user guide will walk you through Tempera’s various func-
tions and how to use them, as well as some tips and answers to
frequently asked questions.
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2 LAYOUT
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Tempera

1. 6.35mm mono left audio or stereo headphones output –
careful, the outputs can be very hot (up to 13dBu or 10Vpp)

2. 6.35mmmono right audio output

3. 6.35mm stereo audio input

4. USB host

5. USB device

6. TRS MIDI in

7. TRS MIDI out

8. Power input (12V/2.5A DC center positive) – please use the
provided power supply for best performance

9. Power switch

10. Onboard microphone

11. Volume knob

12. Page up

13. Page down

14. Context switch

15. Tracks

16. Emitters

17. Overlay keyboard

18. Modulators

19. Effects

20. Settings

21. Save and load canvas

22. Custommacros

23. SD card slot
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Tempera

Each of the four main knobs’ function is determined by menu
navigation and associated with the display below it.

There are 2 buttons for each display, and their function changes
depending on context. The function is always displayed above
them.

The Round button serves several purposes:

1. Hold it to reveal an alternate context for buttons below the
displays

2. Hold it while turning a knob to move through the param-
eter faster

3. When recording, press it to stop recording

The column of buttons to the right of the touchgrid are navi-
gation buttons that take you to various places inside Tempera,
and the Up andDown arrows navigate across themenu pages.
There are little dots on the right-most display showing the cur-
rent page out of a total.

Tip

Certain actions, like saving and loading canvases or detecting
pitch on a sample are performed in the background. When the
background task is busy, the knobs will light in amoving wave.
This is always initiated by you and never spontaneously on its
own. Tempera is fully usable during that time, however do not
turn off the power when saving canvases or samples.

Most parameter values are shown between 0.00 and 1.00. The
internal resolution is however much higher and only the dis-
played value is truncated to two decimal places.

6 Chapter 2. Layout
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3 GETTING STARTED

After you start Tempera for the first time, you will be greeted
with the Initial canvas. Before making sound, check your Out-
put volume and set it to around 25%. We will adjust as neces-
sary later.

On the touchgrid, you can see that there are a few color cells,
and two white rows at the bottom.

The color cells are emitters that are already pre-placed in the
canvas. Each placed emitter is one of the four primary colors. If
a placed emitter is e.g. blue, then it behaves according to the
Blue emitter settings.

The twowhite rows at the bottom are theOverlay Keyboard. In
the initial canvas, it is horizontally two octaves of C Major scale.

Let’s make some sound: place and hold your finger on any one
cell in theOverlay Keyboard region. You are nowplaying a note
and all emitters started triggering grains depending on their
location on the grid and their configuration. Keep holding the
note.

You can see that some emitters are triggering rhythmically,
while the blue emitter has some kind of rotating motion. We
will learn how to configure emitters for different uses in another
section of this guide.

Release the note. We could see that one primary color, red, was
not placed anywhere. Hold a note onemore time, and this time
with your other hand, place your finger somewhere in the right
half of the grid. You can hear that the red emitter is configured
to play a denser cloud of grains.

Move your emitter finger around to explore the sound at each
location of the canvas. Try placing multiple fingers at different
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places at once to find interesting blends. Try playing multiple
notes as well.

Release the note.

Let’s try moving the original placed emitters around, but in or-
der to experiment with emitter placement, let’s enable Key-
board hold so you can use both hands for emitters: go to the
Overlay Keyboard menu, and then press Hold below one of
the displays. This activates the sustain pedal on the overlay key-
board.

To remove the pre-placed emitters, go to Emitters menu, and
Select the blue emitter. Place your finger on a grid cell where
the blue emitter is and it will be removed.

Play a note one more time, and this time release your finger
from the overlay keyboard, the note will keep playing.

Place your finger on a grid cell where there isn’t an emitter yet,
a Selected (currently blue) emitter will be placed there.

Experimentwith emitter placement for awhile, play a fewmore
notes and chords. Then go ahead and read the rest of this user
guide.

Tip

If you have a different canvas loaded after start up, you’ll find it
in System folder, at the very end there is Initial.canvas.
You can play a note from the internal overlay keyboard, or from
an external MIDI keyboard connected via MIDI TRS or USB.
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4 CANVAS

A full patch for Tempera is called a canvas. It contains eight
audio samples, all emitters’ and modulators’ configuration, as
well as optionally pre-placed emitters.

Tempera comes with a suite of canvases designed specifically
for it, with its unique workflow.

When you load a canvas, try playing a note to get an idea of
what it is, and then modify it to your liking. Some canvases are
melodic, other are percussive, and the rest are anything in be-
tween.

After you explore the built-in canvases, it’s time to make your
own!

Tip

• When youmake your own canvas, save it directly onto an SD
card and share it around!

• Try combining samples from different canvases.
• To start with a clean slate, load the Empty.canvas inside the
System folder, near the end of the list.
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5 TRACKS

Each column on Tempera’s touchgrid represents a track, going
from top to bottom. Each track contains a loaded or recorded
audio sample, which can be up to 11 seconds long.

When you play a note, all placed emitters start emitting grains
which ride on the tracks and play audio from their locations. For
the engine to know how fast or slow the playback of each sam-
ple needs to be in order to match the note being played, each
track needs to have its base tuning configured. This base tun-
ing frequency is the frequency of the sample when played at its
original speed.

For example, if a base frequency of a sample is 440Hz and you
play the A3 note, Tempera knows to play the grain at half speed,
since A3 is at 220Hz. If you don’t know the tuning of the original
sample, try using the pitch detector.

In addition to tuned samples, it is possible to load percussive
ones. But in that case the sample playback needs to match
not with your note played, but with your BPM tempo. For this,
turn the track into BPM mode, and when any note is played,
the track playback will slow down and tune down, or speed up
and tune up, to match your project BPM. It is possible to load
percussive loops of different BPMs and they will be all synced
perfectly.
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The tracks’ names and volumes are shown on the displays
above them, in groups of two. Turning the corresponding knob
tweaks the volume of the selected track.

Each display has two context actions:

• Switchwhich of the two tracks is selected

• Edit the selected track sample

Holding the Round button reveals alternate context:

• Rec arms a track for recording. Recording begins the mo-
ment input audio crosses the Threshold set in Settings .
When recording, pressing the Round button again stops
recording.

Tip

• You can press the Tracks button twice to go quickly to last
edited track.

• Press the Up and Down arrows to scroll between tracks.

13
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When editing a track, you are presented with these actions:

• Load a sample from the sample browser

• Rename the sample

• Detect the pitch of the sample. It is possible to enter the
note/frequency manually by turning the knob (turn faster by
holding the round button)

• Note snaps the frequency to the note (i.e. 441.3125Hz be-
comes 440Hz, 120.1 BPM becomes 120.0)

• Trim the sample in theWaveform preview

• Delete the track contents

• Play to play preview the track

• Export saves the audio sample onto the internal or external
memory

Holding the Round button reveals alternate context:

• BPM toggles the sample’s tuning representation betweenHz
and BPM.

• Copy the track into the clipboard

• Paste a track from the clipboard

• < Swap the track to the left

• Swap > the track to the right

14 Chapter 5. Tracks
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6 LOAD AND EDIT A SAMPLE

Tempera supports many common audio formats as samples,
stores them internally as 16-bit 48kHz, and processes themwith
32-bit floating point math.

The maximum length of a sample loaded into track is about 11
seconds, however when a longer audio file (up to 5 minutes) is
loaded, it is possible to select which slice of audio to load.

When the waveform is now shown across all 4 displays, gray
vertical bars are hinting at where the cell boundaries will be.
If you’re loading a percussive sample, you will likely want to line
the markers with sample transients.

To load a sample into a track:

1. Go to Tracks

2. Choose the track youwant to load a sample into and press
Edit

3. Press Load to go to the file browser

4. Choose a sample and press Load

5. Adjust the Start and End points and press Load. Scroll
faster by holding the Round button.

6. The sample is now loaded into the track, don’t forget to
adjust its Base tuning
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To edit a sample when it’s already loaded into a track:

1. Go to Tracks

2. Choose the track youwant to load a sample into and press
Edit

3. Press Trim

Then, on the Trim page:

• Turn the first and last knobs to adjust the start and end points

• Listen to the whole sample or just its tail

• Normalize it, andTrimeverythingbefore or after the start and
end points, respectively.

• Rev to reverse the sample

17
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Frequently Asked Questions

• Why does Tempera export audio files as .flac?
FLAC is an open lossless compression algorithm, which
makes audio around 50% smaller at zero loss of quality. Think
of it like a zip file, and not like an mp3.

• After savinga canvas, can Imove or delete the original audio
files used as samples?
Yes, the saved .canvas file is fully self-contained.

• When previewing/auditioning audio samples, the volume is
too loud.
Adjust Audition Volume in Settings .

Tip

While Tempera will accept and play any audio, here are a few
general recommendations for making your own samples:
• If you’re making a harmonic sound (such as a synth wave-
form), try keeping the base sample to a lower tuning, such as
110Hz or 220Hz.

• When making sequenced sounds, it’s nice if the audio sam-
ple is neatly divisible in 8 equal length slices. This will make
it align well with the touchgrid cells.

• When making a sample with an embedded melody that’s
meant tobeplayedwith a keyboard, it’s usually agoodchoice
to have the melody run in “safe” notes, such as octaves and
fifths. For a bonus challenge: try making a sample melody
more with timbre and less with pitch.

18 Chapter 6. Load and edit a sample
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7 EMITTERS

An emitter can be placed on a cell on the touchgrid, fromwhere
it will start emitting a stream of grains. All placed emitters are
activated per each voice. Each emitter can be one of four color-
coded configurations.

Tempera will only make sound when there is an emitter placed
and a voice is played.

Turning the corresponding knob tweaks the volume of the
emitter and each display corresponds to one emitter:

• Edit the emitter configuration

• Select the emitter for placing

Holding the Round button reveals alternate context:

• Clear all placed emitters

• Pause / Unpause emitter grain generation
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Emitters have many parameters that determine their behav-
ior in time an space. Some parameters can be modulated, and
some can be added an optional Jitter.

• Grain size is how long each grain is, measured in grid cells

• Grain time changes the grain length to a note duration in
time signature

• Grain density determines howmany grains are generated. A
density of 1means that therewill be onegrainplayed shoulder
to shoulder.

• Quantize determines howmuch are grains emitted based on
size-density, or based on Note

• Note sets the time signature at which newgrains are emitted

• Spray X and Y sets amount of randomness in grain spawning
horizontally (across tracks) and vertically (along a track)

• Alignmakes the emitted grain always start at the beginning
of a cell. When not set, grains can be emitted from positions
in between.
Setting this on is beuseful for percussion tracks, where there’s
likely a transient at beginning of each cell

• Fade in and out of emitted grains after the emitter is placed
or removed

• Grain fade is the amplitude envelope of eachgrain. Low value
makes sharp transient grains, high value makes each grain
have a smooth fade in and fade out

• Tone will apply a gentle low-pass and/or high-pass filter pair.
This is essentially a variable-width band-pass filter.

• Grain pan (either in L/R orM/S)

• Tune spread to give each grain a random tuning variation, in
range of ±1 octave. Apply very gently for a thickening detune.

• Octave transposition of generated grains

21
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• Channel sets theMIDI channel atwhich theemitter is respon-
sive

• Name of the emitter

• Placement changes the touchgrid behavior

– Instant: touch to place, release to remove

– Toggle: touch to toggle

– Latch: once all fingers are removed, all emitters are cleared
at next placement

– Lock the placed emitter to prevent it from being replaced
by another

– When 2-lane is on, the emitter gains exclusive access to the
pair of tracks below it. For example, when activated for the
blue emitter, anytime an emitter is placed on the first two
tracks, it will be blue regardless of which emitter is selected.

Tip

• Set Grain density to below 1 and try playing with super short
Grain size.

• Press the Emitters button twice to edit the last edited
emitter.

• Once a grain is generated and already in flight, it will stop
either when it runs its course, or if the voice playing it is re-
leased.

22 Chapter 7. Emitters
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Frequently Asked Questions

• How can I scrub through a sample smoothly?
It is possible to modulate an emitter’s Rel X and Rel Y (short
for relative) positions with a modulator or MIDI input. Emit-
ting short grains is recommended for smooth scrubbing.
With longer grains it is possible to do grain sequencing.

• Can effects be applied to each emitter separately?
As of firmware v1.5 this isn’t possible.

• My high-density short grain emitter sounds very metallic, as
if glitched. Why?
When a lot of grains are emitted from exactly the same posi-
tion periodically, for example 100 times per second, this will
create an audible frequency component of 100Hz. Add a tiny
amount of Spray Y and grain trigger will no longer be har-
monic.

23



8 OVERLAY KEYBOARD

While it’s possible to use an external MIDI keyboard connected
to Tempera, an overlay keyboard can be brought up which will
occupy some potion of the touchgrid.

The overlay keyboard section has these options:

• Transpose the overlay keyboard by semitones

• Channel sets which MIDI channel the overlay keyboard plays
at

• Play mode determines what arrangement of notes does the
grid follow:

– Base note: each key is the same note. Useful for percussive
scenarios.

– Scale maj: each row/column is an octave, each cell is a tone
in a major scale

– Scale min: each row/column is an octave, each cell is a tone
in a minor scale

– Chromatic: the keyboard starts at the root note, and incre-
ments by semitones

• Overlay selects which portion of the touchgrid the overlay
keyboard will occupy with two context options:

– Clear all held notes

– Hold keys on the virtual keyboard (like a sustain pedal)

24
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• Effects send toggle enable or disable voices played on indi-
vidual MIDI channels to be sent to the effects chain. Since
each emitter can be assigned a separate MIDI channel, this
is useful when e.g. a percussive configuration is played on a
particular MIDI channel that doesn’t need to be processed by
effects such as Reverb

Frequently Asked Questions

• Which notes are which on the overlay keyboard?
The overlay keyboard begins on a root note set with Trans-
poseon thebottom-left cell. Increasing the layout sizewill in-
crease the keyboard range upwards. In major or minor scale
modes, each row is one octave.

Tip

• Set various emitters to different MIDI channels to achieve
multi-timbrality.

• Setting your percussive emitters to a separate MIDI channel
can be useful.

• Press a shortcut combo Round button and Overlay Key-
board to quickly show and hide the overlay keyboard.

• It is possible to havenotes toggled onmultipleMIDI channels
at once. Useful for a held percussive or drone note on one
channel, and playing along on a different channel.

25



9 MODULATORS

Modulators allow changing a parameter’s value over time, to
produce amore complex and dynamic sound. Eachmodulator
can be set to an envelope, a periodic wave, or a slow random-
ized noise. Themodulator can be routed to one of the available
targets. Multiple modulators can be routed to the same target.

On the Tempera, there are five modulators per voice played,
plus a a full ADSR amplitude envelope generator.

The first menu page is dedicated to the ADSR amplitude en-
velope, while the following pages are dedicated to each of the
modulators. These can be of different shape, destination, speed
and scaling:

• Target/Size switches between adjusting modulation target
and modulation size.

• Speed of the LFO with an optional tempo Sync and Phase
offset

• +- sets if the modulation wave is unipolar or bipolar

Whenaparameter ismodulated, a small vertical linewill appear
over it for each voice played.

Tip

• AD and AR are two-stage simplified variants of the full ADSR
envelope – attack-decay and attack-release.

• You can freely grain-scrub through a sample by modulating
Emitter Relative Y with e.g. the Modwheel. Make sure you
have enough grain density.
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10 EFFECTS

Tempera has a carefully crafted effects suite: Chorus,Delay and
Reverb. Apply them with a light touch!

All effects are processed in the order they are listed in the
menus and are applied on the master. Except the Filter which
is processed per-voice.

Filter parameters:

• Cutoff frequency

• Emphasis aka filter resonance

• Type of the filter: LP12, BP12, HP12, LP24 and Formant

• Adjustable Key tracking

Chorus parameters:

• Depth of modulation

• modulation Speed

• Flange sets the amount of feedback

• amount of wet signalMix

Delay parameters:

• Feedback with optional stereo ping Pong

• Timewith optional time signature Sync

• Color adjusts the bandpass filter frequency

• amount of wet signalMix
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Reverb parameters:

• Size of the reverb. Setting this to 1 will essentially freeze

• Color adjusts a smooth bandpass filter frequency

• Damp high frequencies from bouncing

• amount of wet signalMix

Frequently Asked Questions

• Why does Delay Mix go above 1.0?
An active color filter on the Delay will reduce the loudness of
echos. To compensate for this you can add some additional
amplification.

• The Formant filter doesn’t seem to do anything.
Increase the amount of Emphasis, which works as a cross-
fade between original and formant-filtered.

• How is the filter routed internally?
The filter is per-voice. That is, per each key played fromaMIDI
controller or the Overlay Keyboard, and per each note send
from an external sequencer. This also means that when the
Filter Cutoff parameter is modulated by e.g. sine LFO, it is
applied to each voice separately. To apply filtering to each
Emitter, use the Emitter’s Tone filter instead.
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11 SETTINGS

It is possible to adjustmany system-wide parameters. These are
saved automatically every time the Settings menu is exited.
Such as going from Settings to Emitters or Tracks .

• Rec source determines the audio input type and gain

• When a track is armed and input audio volume exceeds the
Rec threshold, Tempera will begin recording.

• Recmonitor adjusts howmuch of audio input is sent directly
to audio output. This can be used tomonitor while recording,
or as audio pass-through.

•There are several Recording modes:

– Overdub to add audio input to the track.

– Replace

– Mix audio input and original. This is similar toOverdub
except after each recording the oldest audio is gradu-
ally decreases in volume

• Adjust Pitchbend size in semitones

• Midi thru between MIDI TRS ports

• Temperawill Send orReceivemidi clock at 24ppqn, or run on
Internal clock

• Set global BPM. The value will change automatically when
Clock source is set to Receive once MIDI clock is detected

30
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• Switch between Type A and Type Bwiring of MIDI TRS jacks

• Velocity curve of incoming MIDI notes

• LED light adjusts the brightness of the touchgrid and en-
coder backlight

• Display light dims the OLED displays

• Audition volume sets the volume of listening to / previewing
audio samples

• Adjust Tempera’s main audio outputMax volume

• It is better not to unplug an SD Card or Flashdrive without
Ejecting it first

Tip

Press and hold the Settings button to reveal information
about memory usage and firmware version.

31



12 MACROS

Each canvas requires fast access to a different set of parameters.
Tomake this happen, you can bindmost parameters anywhere
in the menus to a slot in theMacros page.

When you then navigate intoMacros, all the parameters will be
laid out for convenience during a performance.

For example, you might want to have these parameters handy:

• Filter cutoff

• aModulator speed

• an Emitter grain size

• a different Emitter grain density

To assign the Filter cutoff to macro slot:

1. Find the Filter cutoff on the first page of Effects section

2. Hold theMacros button and keep holding

3. Turn the Filter cutoff knob a little bit

4. Release theMacros button

5. Select which macro slot to place at

Macro assignments are saved along with the canvas.
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13 RECORDING

You can record audio into a track from one of several audio
sources, includingon-device resampling (record Tempera’s out-
put).

Follow this example procedure to fill a track with recorded au-
dio:

1. Set your desired audio input source in Settings

2. Make sure themeter ismovingwhen audio streams in and
adjust the gain

3. Adjust recording Threshold, once a track is armed and
audio input goes above this threshold, Tempera will start
recording

4. While in Track Layout, hold the Round button and press
one of the context buttons to arm the chosen track

5. Release theRound button atwhich point the track is wait-
ing for audio input

6. Play audio into Tempera. If the audio input is set to In-
ternal mic, the displays will go blank for the duration of
recording to eliminate interference

7. Press the Round button to stop recording

8. Your audio is now recorded in the track

9. Go into Track layout, Edit and Trim the newly recorded
track to your preference

34
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Tip

• Try recording random sounds around you with the internal
microphone! Mangling them with granular processing will
reveal many interesting facets of our environment.

• Have you recorded an interesting and unusual sample?
Share it with others and see it used in a completely different
way!

35



14 LOAD AND SAVE CANVASES

To save or load a canvas, go to the Load and save menu.

The organizational structure for Tempera’s saving and loading
is files and folders. There are four top-level folders:

• System is read-only and contains factory canvases

• User for your samples and canvases

• SD Card

• Flashdrive

You can Enter a folder and navigate with Up and Down arrow
buttons, and go one folder up at the top of each folder.

To load a canvas, navigate to it and press Load. Changing can-
vases can be seamless or jarring depending on how different
the two canvases are.

Placed emitters are saved along with a canvas, but played and
held notes are not.
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To save a canvas, navigate towhere youwant to save it andpress
Save. You will then be presented with a text input display:

• Blue encoder scrolls the text cursor

• Green encoder scrolls the selected character

• OK to confirm and save the canvas

• Cancel and go back to choosing where to save to

• Insert types the selected character

• Delete a character at the cursor

• Random generates a randomized name

• Shift toggles between upper and lower case characters

• While holding the Round button, Alt reveals numeric and
space characters

Tip

• When loading a canvas while the current one has held and
playing notes, these will be carried over to the loaded can-
vas. Since the new canvasmay have a differentOverlay Key-
board configuration, the played notes might appear outside
of the overlay keyboard. It is possible to release all held notes
by pressing the Round button and Clear in theOverlay Key-
board menu.
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15 SHARING YOUR CANVAS

When you make your own canvas, whether from scratch or by
remixing parts of different canvases, it’s time to share your cre-
ation with other Tempera players!

After you save the canvas onto an SD Card or USB flashdrive,
upload it to the Gallery at https://gallery.beetlecrab.audio.

At the Gallery you can also download canvases others have cre-
ated and get inspired, try them out!

Tip

• Pick a short, but descriptive and evocative name
• It’s nice to write a short commentary or tips on how to use
your canvas

• Other peoplewill be interested to knowhowyoumade it, and
what inspired you to create it!

• Give it a nice cover image that sets the right mood

38
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16 EXTERNAL STORAGE

Tempera has a total internal memory of 8GB, and some of it is
used for the firmware and built-in samples and canvases. The
lossless internal conversion to FLAC happens seamlessly and
more than doubles the amount of samples that will fit.

If you’re a sample collector and this is not enough room, you
can attach a micro SD card at the front, or a USB flashdrive at
the back. On the external storage medium, create two folders,
one named “samples” and another “programs” and place your
samples and canvases there.

16.1 Firmware upgrade

After downloading a Tempera firmware file, place it onto a USB
flashdrive or SD card (formatted with FAT32). When Tempera
is off, insert it, and turn Tempera on while holding the Round
button.

Tempera will then load the firmware upgrade file and provide
further instructions on the displays.

Don’t turn off the power before the firmware update is finished.

Tip

• Organize your canvases and samples into folders. There can
be as many levels of nesting as you need.

• You can find the most recent firmware at
www.playtempera.com/support.

40
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17 MIDI INPUT

It is possible to control many of Tempera’s internal parameters
by MIDI CC.

Table 1: Control Change (CC) parameters

CC Parameter

10 Active emitter

11 Place emitter

12 Remove emitter

13 Amp attack

14 Amp decay

15 Amp sustain

16 Amp release

17 Reverb size

18 Reverb color

19 Reverb mix

20 Delay feedback

21 Delay time

22 Delay color

23 Delay mix

24 Filter cutoff

25 Filter resonance

26 Chorus depth

continues on next page
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Table 1 – continued from previous page

CC Parameter

27 Chorus speed

28 Chorus flange

29 Chorus mix

30 Track 1 amp

31 Track 2 amp

32 –

33 Track 3 amp

34 Track 4 amp

35 Track 5 amp

36 Track 6 amp

37 Track 7 amp

38 –

39 Track 8 amp

40 Emitter 1 volume

41 Emitter 1 grain size

42 Emitter 1 grain size time

43 Emitter 1 grain density

44 Emitter 1 grain fade

45 Emitter 1 grain pan

46 Emitter 1 tune spread

47 Emitter 1 octave

48 Emitter 1 relative X

49 Emitter 1 relative Y

continues on next page
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Table 1 – continued from previous page

CC Parameter

50 Emitter 1 spray X

51 Emitter 1 spray Y

52 Emitter 1 tilt filter width

53 Emitter 1 tilt filter center

54 Emitter 2 volume

55 Emitter 2 grain size

56 Emitter 2 grain size time

57 Emitter 2 grain density

58 Emitter 2 grain fade

59 Emitter 2 grain pan

60 Emitter 2 tune spread

61 Emitter 2 octave

62 Emitter 2 relative X

63 Emitter 2 relative Y

64 –

65 Emitter 2 spray X

66 –

67 Emitter 2 spray Y

68 Emitter 2 tilt filter width

69 Emitter 2 tilt filter center

70 Emitter 3 volume

71 –

72 Emitter 3 grain size

continues on next page
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Table 1 – continued from previous page

CC Parameter

73 Emitter 3 grain size time

74 –

75 Emitter 3 grain density

76 Emitter 3 grain fade

77 Emitter 3 grain pan

78 Emitter 3 tune spread

79 Emitter 3 octave

80 Emitter 3 relative X

81 Emitter 3 relative Y

82 Emitter 3 spray X

83 Emitter 3 spray Y

84 Emitter 3 tilt filter width

85 Emitter 3 tilt filter center

86 Emitter 4 volume

87 Emitter 4 grain size

88 Emitter 4 grain size time

89 Emitter 4 grain density

90 Emitter 4 grain fade

91 Emitter 4 grain pan

92 Emitter 4 tune spread

93 Emitter 4 octave

94 Emitter 4 relative X

95 Emitter 4 relative Y

continues on next page
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Table 1 – continued from previous page

CC Parameter

96 Emitter 4 spray X

97 Emitter 4 spray Y

98 Emitter 4 tilt filter width

99 Emitter 4 tilt filter center

100 –

101 –

102 Modulator 1 parameter 1

103 Modulator 1 parameter 2

104 Modulator 1 amount

105 Modulator 2 parameter 1

106 Modulator 2 parameter 2

107 Modulator 2 amount

108 Modulator 3 parameter 1

109 Modulator 3 parameter 2

110 Modulator 3 amount

111 Modulator 4 parameter 1

112 Modulator 4 parameter 2

113 Modulator 4 amount

114 Modulator 5 parameter 1

115 Modulator 5 parameter 2

116 Modulator 5 amount
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Grid cells for emitter placement are numbered starting at top
left, column by column. To place or remove emitters:

• First set the Active emitter by sending CC10 with value be-
tween 0 and 3. Value of 0 is the first (blue) emitter.

• Send CC11 with value between 0 and 63 to place an emitter

• send CC12 with value between 0 and 63 to remove an emitter

For example, to place emitter 1 on the first cell of first track:

• Send CC10 with value 0 to set the active emitter to 1

• Send CC11 with value of 0 to place the emitter

Or remove emitter 2 from the second cell of the second track

• Send CC10 with value 1 to set the active emitter to 2

• Send CC12 with value 17 to remove the emitter

In other words, cells in the first track are 0 to 7, second track are
8 to 15, third track are 16 to 23, and so on.
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18 SPECIFICATIONS

• ARM®Cortex™-A72quad corewithNEON™DSP instructions

• 32-bit internal processing

• 16-voice polyphony with per-voice filters

• A global pool of 4096 stereo grains. This means that all the
grains can be distributed to the 16 voices of polyphony, but
also all into a single voice!

• Headphone amplifier

• 12V/2.5A DC power supply (5.5/2.1mm, center-positive)

• Dual 6.35 mm jacks for audio output, up to 10Vpp or 13dBu
(either headphone or separate left and right channels)

• 6.35 mm stereo jack for audio input, up to 5.9Vpp or 8.6dBu
(line in or instrument switchable)

• Internal microphone

• MIDI TRS input and output ports
(Type A and B switchable in configuration)

• USB MIDI host and device ports
(both capable of input and output)

• Micro SD card slot andUSBflashdrive support for storage and
data transfer

• Firmware easily upgradable with a USB flash drive or micro
SD card

• VESA-compatible mounting holes on the rear panel
(100×100mm spacing, M4 screws. Absolute maximum
thread depth inside Tempera is 5mm)
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18.1 Health and Safety

Use common sense when handling Tempera. Standard guide-
lines for handling electronic devices apply, which, among oth-
ers, are:

• Use only the supplied power supply (PSU-02)

• Do not expose the machine to any liquids or excessive levels
of humidity

• Donot use screws longer than 5mmfor the rear panelmount-
ing holes

Tip

Found a bug or something is not working as you expect?
Reach out to us atmakers@beetlecrab.audio or on ourDiscord
server.
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